Catalina 28

BUILT WITH PRIDE IN THE U.S.A.

THE SAILOR'S CHOICE
The main cabin, view forward. The drop leaf salon table comfortably accommodates six for meals or more when socializing.

A design for the 90’s
From America’s leading builder of performance cruisers...

The New Catalina 28
The Catalina 28

The Catalina 28 is an all new design for the 90's. Incorporating the best modern features with Catalina's classic styling and solid construction, this careful blend of innovation and traditional value insures the Catalina 28 will pass the test of time.

Notable features of the deck are the walk-through transom, the stern boarding platform, and the easy access forward on the wide, unobstructed weather decks.

The ergonomically correct cockpit seats and coamings reflect an understanding of the importance of the cockpit to the comfort of the crew. Roomy cockpits are a Catalina hallmark. The sail controls, including the single line reefing system, all lead to the security of the cockpit and are operable in the shelter of the dodger.

The rig is masthead with swept aft spreaders permitting powerful headsails that can be easily tacked with a minimum of effort.

The interior is functional and comfortable. The galley and head are aft for convenience to the cockpit. Special attention has been given to the traffic patterns, ventilation, storage and privacy.

The headroom is generous and all berths are extra long, uncommon, but welcome features in a twenty-eight footer.

To encourage you to create a Catalina 28 especially for your kind of sailing an extensive list of equipment including a choice of wing or fin keels is available.

The main cabin view aft. The athwartships double berth aft can be enclosed if desired to create a private cabin. The sleeping cabins are separated by the main cabin for maximum privacy for two couples.

The galley is close to the cockpit for convenience and ventilation. There is space for a microwave oven (not shown) under the two-burner stove. The icebox is on the opposite side under the chart table.

The head compartment is especially spacious. A hatch overhead provides light and ventilation. Molded into the floor is a drain for the shower. All surfaces are easy to clean white laminate or textured fiberglass trimmed in teak.
Photos and drawings may show optional equipment. Refer to current price sheet for standard equipment list and specifications.